
SCHOOL IS COOL It’s not just a place where you get to learn Einstein’s Theory of
Relativity. It’s also a place where you can think beyond the
classroom. Hence we say, SCHOOL IS COOL!
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The recent pandemic and the
ensuing closure of schools and
other institutions has been a

bane and boon in many ways. While
our regular student life was entirely
disrupted, many more vistas
of learning opened up
online. One such avenue of
hands-on learning, that I
was fortunate to attend
during the summer break,
was the Digital Skilling &
Prototyping Challenge Boot
camp conducted by Atal
Tinkering Labs - Air Force School
Hebbal between April 14 and 24, 2021. 
The prototype that I built was a
peer learning website. It is what the
name suggests, a website where
people, irrespective of their age or
role, can exchange resources and
knowledgeable information. I was
first introduced to the idea at my
school by one of my teachers. She
insisted on students answering each
other's doubts and questions -
which got me thinking- What if
there was a space where this could
happen publicly and independently?
Also, in these times of uncertainty,
we have faced challenges such as

the lack of experiential learning,
and the lack of physical interaction.
Neither can students go on field
trips - this imposes another burden
on the teachers of explaining the

concepts in much greater
detail.   As we enter
another year of unpleas-
ant times.
The prototype I built is
intended to be used for
teaching, either by insti-
tutions or individuals. 
It lets users exchange

information or questions and
answers. In today's world, students
need to experience or view real-life
demonstrations of what they have
been learning. That is not possible
due to the ongoing pandemic. To
overcome the limitation of actual
field trips, I've included a virtual
tour of Sir M Vishweshwariah
Museum, Bengaluru. I've also
embedded some of the presentation
decks that I'd created as an exam-
ple of how the users can showcase
their resources. There is also a
scannable code that leads you to a
flowchart on the classification of
matter, this too as an example.

There's also a tool linked under
"Yoga" which assesses you on two
basic yogasanas. More can be added
as per the need. You can also try
the chatbot I created that answers
questions related to portions for
the test which is one of the most
frequently asked ones to the
teacher in charge. You can use it to
ask as many questions as you want,
share as many resources as you
like. You can make virtual tours
yourself and share them, or go tour
through the ones already show-
cased. All of these features were
built using the digital skills and
technologies learnt during the
camp.
To try it out first hand, visit
https://sites.google.com/view/all-in-
one-website-
"Creativity is thinking up new things.
Innovation is doing new things."
When both of them combine, you
become unstoppable. So get out
there, out of your comfort zone, and
make something worthwhile. Let's be
the change we wish to see.
Anirudh G Kashyap, class X, Sri Vidya
Kendra - The Smart School,
Bengaluru

Irecently read a book titled 'Clouds: A Memoir' by Laura Sobiech. It's based on a
true story about a 17-year-old boy named Zach Sobiech, who has a rare form of
bone cancer called Osteosarcoma. The writer has done a tremendous job of por-

traying what goes through the mind of a person who knows that his life is short and
how he can choose to make the most of his remaining life.  
In the story, when Zach is in his senior year of high school the cancer spreads to his
lungs and his body no longer responds to treatment, although his chemotherapy is
going well. Doctors tell him that he only has 6-10 months left to live and he won't be

able to make it to his graduation which he has been looking for-
ward to. His response to this is to
embrace everyday with hope and joy. His
mom convinces him to be optimistic
since he gets to decide what matters
most now, till his death. 
I ended up in tears but the thought that

he didn't give-up cheered me
up. He wanted to be remembered as someone who
went down fighting but didn't lose. Another important
message the writer had for us is that what some peo-
ple take for granted, others are fighting for. None of us
are really promised a tomorrow, we just assume it's
going to be there. So, we should live everyday like it's
our last and without any regrets. 
Overall, it was a beautiful story of a young life lost too
soon and a young man living life to the fullest knowing
death is near.  The book has been adapted into a
movie. 
Yashi Mittal, class VIII, NPS BSK

Oliver's life seems miserable as a history teacher. A gun-toting, vio-
lin-playing headmaster and boys with innumerable pranks up their
sleeves are just some of the things he deals with on a daily basis.

From frog invasions to wrestling, to even sleepwalking boys on the roof,
his life is ridiculous. However, he manages to keep himself sane by noting
down his adventures, which have been perfectly presented to us by
Ruskin Bond. 
He writes in his diary every day without fail, and writes about the stu-

dents' exploits and his eccentric co-teachers. From
conversing with his parrot
when he is in dire need of
intelligent company to
searching for the missing
headmaster, Mr Oliver's life
is nothing short of hectic,
yet he manages to keep up. 
I think a few of the characters

could have been different, such as Basu and Rudra.
Basu seemed like a little too much of a rule-follower
amongst the crowd of naughty boys, while Rudra
just did not seem to fit in the story. 
From this book, I learnt that everyday life can be
funny. Reading this, my boredom vanished. One of
my favorite extracts from the book is: "After we
came back from the search for the Headmaster, he
was on his favourite armchair drinking a cup of tea!"
Adithya Sridharan, class III, 
National Public School HSR

AIR FORCE SCHOOL,
HEBBAL 

DIGITAL
SKILLING AND
PROTOTYPING
BOOT CAMP

FOCUS ON DIGITAL
SKILLS, TOOLS

The focus of the boot camp was
on learning digital skills that
shape the world today. It was
structured such that anyone
with or without prior knowledge
of these skills, could participate
and learn at their own pace. This
suited all of us students greatly,
as we could enjoy our holidays
and yet find our own motivated
time to learn. At the same time,
there was constant support from
the ATL team clarifying doubts
and assisting us. There were also
many challenges thrown open
during the camp, which helped
hone our skills at each level.
During the course, I involved
myself in learning digital skills
and tinkering using the different
tools provided. This helped me
later on in building my digital
prototype for the final chal-
lenge. 

Aiding exchange
of resources,
peer learning

Book - Mr Oliver's
Diary
Author - Ruskin
Bond 

Book - Clouds: A
Memoir
Author - Laura
Sobiech

A book that teaches you to
live life to the fullest

Viewed right, everyday
life can be funny

Weekend incoming and no plans except
binge watching on the internet? Have
got nothing to do amidst the lock-

down? Don't fear because you are not alone but
you can have the perfect solu-
tion!

This weekend arrange a virtu-
al movie time with your family or
friends along with some home-
made popcorn and drinks! Try
some cool chilling recipes amidst
this summer. Have a family game night this
time. This weekend, try to strengthen relation-
ships instead of just focusing on yourselves!
After all, we still have a lot of time to stay in!
Noyonika Sharma, class X, Apeejay School, Nerul 

MOTHER EARTH

Oh mother earth 
You are the reason for our birth 
You give us food to eat 
How can we thank you for this feat 
You punish us with cyclone and earthquake
But don't let our courage break 
Wishing you earth a happy environment day 
To you we will always obey. 
Rushill, class XII, Navkis Educational Centre

GREEN EARTH

FAIRY WONDERLAND 

Drawing by Bhavana J, classs XII, Soundarya Central School

The day on which we plant millions of life, 
The way in which we care about other life, 
All matters to protect our mother Earth, 
We should unite to stop her cry. 

Millions of life lost their life, 
Due to human's cruel sight, 
Poor beings lost their den, 
Now, they don't have tears left to cry. 

Greenary slowly disappeared,

All the woods are cleared, 
In place of timber there are Skyscrapers, 
Leaving mortal every life is in fear. 

Things are getting worse, 
People don't care about it on crust,
But at last they realise, 
That they can't start from first. 

Karthik R Kashyap, class X, Soundarya Central
School

Deep beneath the ground 
Is a green and grassy land 
With blue sapphire rivers 
Where lofty mountains stand 
In this place there is 
A kingdom of magnificent beings 
With eyes the color of wisteria 
And gleaming golden wings 
They live in towering castles 
With grand and gothic spires 
Servants to heed their commands 
And countless knights and squires 
Some are covered in rich silk 
Others wear ornate gowns 
Studded with amethyst crystals 
On their heads rest diamond crowns 
All day long they dance
And sing to their hearts content
When the day grows old 

Their voices fade with the white crescent 
Unseen to the human eye 
Far below the sand 
Unheard to the human ear 
Is a fairy wonderland
Anushka Krishan, class X, Delhi Public School,
Bangalore East

Aiding exchange
of resources,
peer learning

http://bit.ly/little_leap_story_making_olympiad


Q1:
Who was the first player to
score a double century as a

night-watchman?
a) Jason Gillespie   ❑ b) Ashwin Ravichandran   ❑

c) Ishant Sharma   ❑ d) Lasith Malinga    ❑

Q2:
At any one time, how
many players on a cricket

field wear gloves?
a) Three   ❑ b) Four   ❑ c) Five   ❑ d) Six    ❑

Q3:
The famous C.K. Naidu
Trophy is associated with

which sport?
a) Badminton   ❑ b) Hockey   ❑

c) Lawn Tennis   ❑ d) Cricket    ❑

Q4:
Who is the first woman
cricketer in the world to score

7000 runs in one day international?
a) Mithali Raj, India   ❑

b) Charlotte Edwards, England   ❑

c) Belinda Clark, Australia   ❑

d) Karen Rolton, Australia    ❑

Q5:
In which athletics event is
45 metres the maximum

permitted run up?
a) Long Jump   ❑ b) Shot Put   ❑

c) Pole Vault   ❑ d) Gymnastics    ❑

Q6:
Which is the only London
football club to win either

the European Cup or the
Champions League?
a) Tottenham Hotspur   ❑ b) Chelsea   ❑

c) Arsenal   ❑ d) West Ham United   ❑

Q7:
Karnam Malleswari  is the

first and only Indian woman

weightlifter to win an Olympic medal.

In which games did she win it? 

a) Sydney 2000   ❑ b) London 2012   ❑

c) Athens 2004   ❑ d) Atlanta 1996   ❑

Q8:
Which circuit stages the

Italian Formula 1 Grand Prix?

a) Carlos   ❑ b) Monza   ❑

c) Mugello   ❑ d) None of the above   ❑

Q9:
What is the Australian men’s

hockey team called?

a) Koalas   ❑ b) Dingos   ❑

c) Kookaburras   ❑ d) Cockatoos   ❑

Q10:
Who will be defending

her French Open singles

title this year?

a) Sofia Kenin  ❑ b) Ashleigh Barty   ❑

c) Simona Halep   ❑ d) Iga Swiatek   ❑

Q11:
Which English Premier
club lost their last game

(at home), to miss out on the
Champions League?
a) West Ham United  ❑ b) Leicester City   ❑

c) Chelsea   ❑ d) Tottenham Hotspur   ❑

Q12:
Who has won the most
French Open women’s

singles titles, since 1968 (the start
of the Open Era)?
a) Steffi Graf  ❑ b) Justine Henin   ❑

c) Serena Williams   ❑ d) Chris Evert   ❑
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ANSWERS: 1. a Jason Gillespie

2. a. Three (2 batsmen and 1 wicketkeeper)

3. d. Cricket   4. a. Mithali Raj, India

5. c. Pole Vault   6. b. Chelsea 

7. a. Sydney 2000   8. b. Monza 

9. c. Kookaburras   10. d. Iga Swiatek

11. b. Leicester City   12. d. Chris Evert

QUIZ TIME!

Karnam Malleswari 

G
urpreet Singh Sandhu was
simply unbeatable in the FIFA
World Cup qualifier against
Qatar at the Jassim Bin
Hamad Stadium in Doha. The

India goalkeeper came up with 11 saves to
keep the rampaging Asian champions at
bay on September 10, 2019. It was for the
first time that Qatar dropped points
against Asian opposition, and as the teams
prepare to face off again on Thursday, Gur-
preet believes they can continue to punch
above the weight. “It’s not impossible,”
Gurpreet told TOI. “If we have done it
against Qatar (in the past), we can do
again. We believe in our abilities. Every-
one is hungry to play for the country
again.” India are returning to the quali-

fiers after 18 months. With the third-placed
team assured of a direct spot in the third
round of the Asian Cup 2023 qualifiers,
Igor Stimac’s side must win two of their
three games.

Then there is the matter of wiping out
memories of the embarrassing 0-6 defeat
against UAE when the national team last
made an appearance. In Gurpreet’s eyes,
there are other reasons too. “The situa-
tion (due to coronavirus pandemic) is not
all that great right now. Everyone wants
to have something good happening in their
life and this will be our chance to provide
that to the people of our country,” said In-
dia’s numero uno goalkeeper. Before the
pandemic paralysed the world, India were
on the road to recovery. The famous draw

against Qatar was preceded by an im-
pressive showing, against Oman in Guwa-
hati. “It’s difficult to judge a team in the
middle of a pandemic,” said Gurpreet.
“Before the pandemic, we had a clear
roadmap. We transitioned into a
good team, difficult to play
against. Things were happening
pretty well. To try and get hold
of things is a challenge.” The 29-
year-old goalkeeper, only Indian to feature
in the Europa League, European football’s
second-tier club competition, believes In-
dia’s fourth position in the group, is a fair
reflection of what they have done in the
qualifiers. India face Asian champions
Qatar on June 3, followed by Bangladesh
(June 7) and Afghanistan (June 11). AP
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Gurpreet Singh Sandhu believes India is hungry for success; has the ability to beat
Asian teams to eventaully qualify for the  Olympics

T
he leaders of the four Grand
Slam tournaments reacted to
tennis star Naomi Osaka’s
stunning withdrawal from the
French Open by promising to
address players’ concerns
about mental health. The
pledge came in a statement

signed by the same four tennis administrators
who threatened the possibility of disqualifica-
tion or suspension for Osaka on Sunday if she
continued to skip news conferences.

Time away from court 

■  The four-time major champion and No. 2-
ranked player was fined $15,000 when she did-
n’t speak to reporters after her first-round vic-
tory at Roland Garros on Sunday. The next day,
Osaka pulled out of the tournament entirely,
saying she experiences “huge waves of anxi-
ety” before meeting with the media and re-
vealing she has “suffered long bouts of de-
pression.” Osaka, a 23-year-old who was born
in Japan and moved with her family to the U.S.
at age 3, said she would “take some time away
from the court now, but when the time is right
I really want to work with the Tour to discuss
ways we can make things better for the play-
ers, press and fans.”

Offer of support 

■  Tennis players are required to attend news
conferences if requested to do so; Grand Slam
rules allow for fines up to $20,000 if they don’t

show up. “On behalf of the Grand Slams, we
wish to offer Naomi Osaka our support and as-
sistance in any way possible as she takes time
away from the court. She is an exceptional ath-
lete and we look forward to her return as soon
as she deems appropriate,” a statement from
those in charge of the French Open, Wimble-
don, U.S. Open and Australian Open said.

■  “Mental health is a very challenging issue,
which deserves our utmost attention. It is both
complex and personal, as what affects one in-
dividual does not necessarily affect another. We
commend Naomi for sharing in her own words
the pressures and anxieties she is feeling and
we empathize with the unique pressures ten-
nis players may face.” French tennis federation
president Gilles Moretton, All England Club
chairman Ian Hewitt, US Tennis Association
president Mike McNulty and Tennis Australia
president Jayne Hrdlicka pledged to work with
players, the tours and media “to improve the
player experience at our tournaments” while
making sure the athletes all are on a “fair play-
ing field, regardless of ranking or status.”

Providing qualitative
environment for all

■  In a separate statement issued Tuesday to
the AP via email, International Tennis Feder-
ation official Heather Bowler the sport will “re-
view what needs to evolve” after Osaka “shone
a light on mental health issues.” “It’s in all our
interests to ensure that we continue to provide
a respectful and qualitative environment that
enables all stakeholders to do their job to their

best ability, without impacting their health, and
for the good of the sport,” Bowler wrote. AP

Japan's Naomi Osaka reacts during her

first round match against Romania's

Patricia Maria

“We intend to work alongside the

players, the tours, the media and

the broader tennis community to

create meaningful improvements,”

a statement by the French, US and

Australian Opens and Wimbledon

said. On Tuesday, the four Slams

said they “empathise with the

unique pressures players face”.

However, they added: “Change

should come through the lens of

maintaining a fair playing field,

regardless of ranking or status.”

H
e is still a bit angry
about that “unfair”
loss in the finals but

Olympic-bound Indian box-
er Amit Panghal (52kg) on
Wednesday described his
silver-winning perform-
ance at the Asian Champi-
onships as the best of his
career so far. The 25-year-
old boxer from Haryana
was the defending cham-
pion before he lost to old
nemesis, Uzbekistan's rei-
gning world and Olympic
champion Shakhobidin
Zoirov in the final in Dubai.
The result read 3-2 in fav-
our of the Uzbek and the
Indian team's protest, seek-
ing a review, was rejected.

“This is by far my best
performance in the 52kg
category. I should have won
that final and I was angry

when I did not,” Panghal,
the reigning Asian Games
champion. “I had given it
my all and I felt I deserved
to win but it's ok. The score-
line has narrowed down to
2-3, it was 0-5 earlier,” he
said referring to the loss to
Zoirov in 2019. PTI
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Gurpreet Singh Sandhu

MEANINGFUL

IMPROVEMENTS

BEST PERFORMANCE
BUT ANGRY ABOUT

LOSS: PANGHAL

Amit Panghal

Naomi to work on making things better for players when time right
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